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Abstract
A linear system of equations Ax  b is called sign inconsistent if for each matrix
A0; b0 with the same sign pattern as A; b, the corresponding linear system A0x  b0 is
not solvable. Sign inconsistent linear systems have close relationships with sign solvable
and conditionally sign solvable linear systems. In this paper we study various properties
of sign inconsistent linear systems. We give a complete characterization of sign incon-
sistent linear systems in terms of L-matrices. We also obtain complete characterizations
of the minimally sign inconsistent linear systems in terms of the L-canonical forms and
their corresponding canonical digraphs of the barely L-matrices. Ó 1999 Elsevier Sci-
ence Inc. All rights reserved.
AMS classification: 05C50; 15A48
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1. Introduction
The sign of a real number a is defined to be 1, ÿ1, or 0, according to the
cases a > 0, a < 0, or a  0, respectively. The sign pattern of a real matrix A is
the (0,1,ÿ1)-matrix obtained from A by replacing each entry by its sign. The set
of real matrices with the same sign pattern as A is called the qualitative class of
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A, denoted by QA. Qualitative matrix theory involves the study of ‘‘quali-
tative properties’’ of matrices which depend only on the sign patterns of the
matrices. Qualitative matrix theory has been extensively studied, see for ex-
ample, [1–10].
A linear system of equations Ax  b (where A is an m n real matrix and b is
an m 1 real matrix) is sign solvable provided that for all A0 2 QA and all
b0 2 Qb, the linear system A0x  b0 is solvable and all the solutions x (with
A0x  b0 for some A0 2 QA and b0 2 Qb) have the same sign pattern.
The concept of the sign solvability of linear systems has been extended to the
concept of conditional sign solvability in [3]. A linear system Ax  b is condi-
tionally sign solvable provided that there exists at least one linear system
A0x  b0 with A0 2 QA and b0 2 Qb which is solvable, and all the solutions x
(with A0x  b0 for some A0 2 QA and b0 2 Qb) have the same sign pattern. In
other words, Ax  b is conditionally sign solvable provided that the following
set
fx : there exist A0 2 QA and b0 2 Qb with A0x  b0g 1:1
is a nonempty set which is contained in a single qualitative class.
Now it is natural for us to study those linear systems Ax  b for which the
corresponding set (1.1) is an empty set. We call such linear systems sign in-
consistent linear systems. Equivalently, a linear system Ax  b is sign incon-
sistent provided that for all A0 2 QA and all b0 2 Qb, the linear system
A0x  b0 is not solvable.
Sign inconsistent linear systems have close relationships with conditionally
sign solvable linear systems. For example, if a linear system Ax  b contains a
linear subsystem which is conditionally sign solvable, then Ax  b itself is either
conditionally sign solvable, or sign inconsistent (here a subsystem means a
subcollection of the equations of the linear system).
In Section 2, we give some preliminaries and basic properties of sign in-
consistent linear systems. In Section 3, we obtain a complete characterization
of sign inconsistent linear systems in terms of the L-matrices. In Section 4, we
obtain complete characterizations of the minimally sign inconsistent linear
systems in terms of the L-canonical forms and their corresponding canonical
digraphs of barely L-matrices. Some graph theoretical techniques are used in
the proofs of the main results of Section 4.
2. Some definitions, preliminaries and basic properties
A real matrix A is an L-matrix provided that every matrix with the same
sign pattern as A has linearly independent columns (notice that the definition
for L-matrices we adopt here is the transpose of the definition in [2]). L-
matrices form an important class of matrices which have close relationships
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with the sign solvable, conditionally sign solvable and sign inconsistent linear
systems.
A real matrix A is called a barely L-matrix if A is an L-matrix but any matrix
obtained from A by deleting one of its rows is not an L-matrix.
Two m by n matrices A and B are said to be permutation equivalent, if A can
be transformed into B by permuting its rows and columns.
A strict row (or column) signing of a matrix A is an operation of multiplying
some of the rows (or columns) of A by ÿ1. A matrix which can be obtained
from A by a strict row (or column) signing of A is called a strict row (or
column) signing matrix of A.
Definition 2.1. A linear system of equations Ax  b (where A is an m by n real
matrix and b is an m by 1 real matrix) is sign inconsistent provided that for all
A0 2 QA and all b0 2 Qb, the linear system A0x  b0 is not solvable.
Example 2.1. If Ax  b is a linear system whose augmented matrix A; b is an
L-matrix, then Ax  b is sign inconsistent.
Example 2.2. If Ax  b is a linear system which contains a sign inconsistent
subsystem, then Ax  b is also sign inconsistent.
In view of Example 2.2, we make the following definition.
Definition 2.2. A linear system Ax  b is minimally sign inconsistent if it is sign
inconsistent, but any proper subsystem of it is not sign inconsistent.
It is easy to see that every sign inconsistent linear system contains a mini-
mally sign inconsistent subsystem.
Let A be a real matrix. The reduced matrix of A, denoted by A^, is the matrix
obtained from A by deleting all the zero columns (columns all of whose entries
are zero) of A.
Example 2.3. A linear system Ax  b is sign inconsistent (or minimally sign
inconsistent) if and only if the corresponding linear system A^y  b is sign in-
consistent (or minimally sign inconsistent), where A^ is the reduced matrix of A.
It is easy to see that for a linear system Ax  b, the property of being a sign
inconsistent (or minimally sign inconsistent) linear system is preserved under
the strict row and column signings of its augmented matrix A; b, the per-
mutations of the rows of the augmented matrix A; b, and the permutations of
the columns of its coecient matrix A.
We now introduce two classes of matrices called row sign balanced matrices
(RSB matrices) and generalized row sign balanced matrices (GRSB matrices)
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which have close relationships with L-matrices and will be used in the proofs of
the main results of this paper.
Definition 2.3.
1. A real matrix A is called a RSB matrix, if each row of A contains both pos-
itive and negative entries.
2. A real matrix A is called a GRSB matrix, if some strict column signing ma-
trix of A is an RSB matrix.
Lemma 2.1.
1. Let A  aij be an m by n RSB matrix and en be an n by 1 matrix with all
entries 1. Then for any b  b1; . . . ; bmT 2 Rm, there exists a matrix
A0 2 QA such that A0en  b.
2. Let A be an m by n GRSB matrix. Then there exists an n by 1 matrix v with all
entries in {1,ÿ1} such that for any b  b1; . . . ; bmT 2 Rm, there exists a ma-
trix A0 2 QA with A0v  b.
Proof. (1) Without loss of generality, we may just prove this result for the case
m  1. Also we may assume that a11 > 0 and a12 < 0.
Take a012 < 0 with the absolute value j a012 j large enough such that
b1 ÿ a012 ÿ a13      a1n > 0. Take
a011  b1 ÿ a012 ÿ a13      a1n:
Then a011 > 0. Take
A0  a011; a012; a13; . . . ; a1n:
.Then A0 2 QA and
A0en  a011  a012  a13      a1n  b1  b:
This proves (1).
(2) Follows directly from (1) and the definition of GRSB matrices. 
There are close relationships between GRSB matrices and L-matrices. In
fact, the well known characterization of L-matrices given in [2, Theorem 2.1.1;
4] can now be reformulated in terms of GRSB matrices in the following way.
Theorem 2.A [2,4]. A real matrix A is not an L-matrix if and only if A is
permutation equivalent to a matrix of the following block partitioned form:
A1 B
O A2
 
; 2:1
where A1 is a GRSB matrix containing at least one column.
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GRSB matrices can also be used to reformulate the characterization of L-
indecomposable, barely L-matrices obtained by Brualdi et al. in [4, Theorem 1]
in the following way.
Theorem 2.B [4, Theorem 1]. Let A be an m by n L-matrix. Let Ai be the
submatrix of A obtained from A by deleting the ith row of A. Then A is an L-
indecomposable, barely L-matrix if and only if all the submatrices Ai of A
(i  1; . . . ;m) are GRSB matrices.
This result will be used in the proofs of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.1.
3. Characterizations of sign inconsistent linear systems
In this section we give complete characterizations of sign inconsistent linear
systems in terms of the L-matrices. First we derive the following necessary
condition for the minimally sign inconsistent linear systems whose coecient
matrices contain no zero columns.
Lemma 3.1. Let Ax  b be a minimally sign inconsistent linear system whose
coefficient matrix A contains no zero columns. Then its augmented matrix A; b
is a barely L-matrix.
Proof. First we show that A is an L-matrix. Suppose not, then by Theorem 2.A,
A is permutation equivalent to a strict column signing matrix of a matrix of the
following form (3.1):
A1 B
O A2
 
; 3:1
where A1 is an RSB matrix with k P 1 columns. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that A is equal to the form (3.1). We also write b  b1
b2
 
, where
the number of rows of bi is equal to the number of rows of Aii  1; 2.
Now A contains no zero column, so A1 contains at least one row. Thus the
linear system O;A2x  b2 is a proper subsystem (of Ax  b) which is not sign
inconsistent by the minimality of the sign inconsistence of Ax  b. So there
exist matrices A02 2 QA2 and b02 2 Qb2 and a vector z such that A02z  b02.
Recall that in (3.1), A1 is an RSB matrix. So by Lemma 2.1 there exists a
matrix A01 2 QA1 such that A01ek  b1 ÿ Bz, where ek is a k by 1 matrix all of
whose entries are equal to 1. Now take
A0  A
0
1 B
O A02
 
2 QA; b0  b1
b02
 
2 Qb:
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Then it is easy to check that the vector x  ek
z
 
is a solution of the linear
system A0x  b0. So Ax  b is not sign inconsistent, a contradiction. So A is an
L-matrix.
We now show that A; b is an L-matrix. Suppose not, then there exists a
matrix A0; b0 2 QA; b such that the columns of A0; b0 are linearly depen-
dent. But the columns of A0 are linearly independent since A is an L-matrix. So
the column b0 is a linear combination of the columns of A0. It follows that the
linear system A0x  b0 is solvable, and so Ax  b is not sign inconsistent, a
contradiction. So A; b is an L-matrix.
Finally, A; b must be a barely L-matrix. For otherwise some proper row
submatrix of A; b is an L-matrix, so some proper subsystem of Ax  b would
still be sign inconsistent, contradicting the minimality of the sign inconsistence
of Ax  b. 
Using Lemma 3.1 we can obtain a complete characterization of the sign
inconsistent linear systems in terms of the L-matrices in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. A linear system Ax  b is sign inconsistent if and only if it contains
a subsystem A1x  b1 such that the matrix  A^1; b1 is an L-matrix (where A^1 is
the reduced matrix of A1).
Proof. Sufficiency.
 A^1; b1 is an L-matrix
) A^1y  b1 is sign inconsistent
) A1x  b1 is sign inconsistent
) Ax  b is sign inconsistent
Necessity.
Ax  b is sign inconsistent
) Ax  b contains a minimally sign inconsistent
subsystem A1x  b1
) the linear system A^1y  b1 is also minimally
sign inconsistent
)  A^1; b1 is an L-matrix (Lemma 3.1) 
Remark. The referee of this paper recommended another characterization of
sign inconsistent linear systems in terms of the N-canonical forms of matrices
in the following way.
Let M be a real matrix. Then M is permutation equivalent to a matrix of the
following N-canonical form (see [2, Theorem 3.1.4]):
X Z
O Y
 
; 3:2
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where X is a (possibly vacuous) GRSB matrix and Y is an (possibly vacuous)
L-matrix. (This can be proved as follows: If A is an L-matrix, then we take
Y  A; If A is not an L-matrix, then we use the form (2.1) in Theorem 2.A and
then use induction on the submatrix A2 of (2.1).)
Now suppose that (3.2) is the N-canonical form of the augmented matrix
A; b of the linear system Ax  b. Then it can be verified that Ax  b is sign
inconsistent if and only if the column b is permuted to a column of the part
Z
Y
 
in (3.2). This characterization of sign inconsistent linear systems can also
be used to derive the results in Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1.
4. Characterizations of minimally sign inconsistent linear systems
In this section we give complete characterizations of the minimally sign
inconsistent linear systems in terms of the L-canonical forms and their corre-
sponding canonical digraphs of the barely L-matrices.
An L-matrix A is called L-decomposable if it is permutation equivalent to a
matrix of the following form:
X1 O
Y X2
 
;
where X1 and X2 are both (nonvacuous) L-matrices. A is called L-indecom-
posable if A is not L-decomposable.
Now we use Theorem 2.B to prove Lemma 4.1 which will be used in the
proofs of our main result (Theorem 4.1).
Lemma 4.1. Let Ax  b be a linear system where A  aij is an m by n L-in-
decomposable, barely L-matrix and b  b1; . . . ; bmT is a nonzero column vector
in Rm. Then there exist matrices A0 2 QA and b0 2 Qb such that the linear
system A0x  b0 has a solution x  x0 with no zero entries.
Proof. First we notice that the result of this lemma is not aected under the
strict column signings of the matrix A. Also, without loss of generality we may
assume that b1 6 0.
Let A1 be the matrix obtained from A by deleting the first row of A. Then by
Theorem 2.B, A1 is a GRSB matrix. By applying certain strict column signing
of the matrix A we may assume that A1 is an RSB matrix.
Now the first row of the matrix A is not a zero row since A is a barely L-
matrix. Without loss of generality we may assume that a11 6 0. Also we may
further assume that a11b1 < 0 (for otherwise we may multiply all the columns of
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A by ÿ1). Thus the matrix A; b is now an RSB matrix. By Lemma 2.1, there
exist matrices A0 2 QA and b0 2 Qb such that A0en  b0  O, where en is an n
by 1 matrix with all entries 1. Take x0  ÿen, then x0 has no zero entries and
A0x0  b0. 
Let A be a barely L-matrix. By induction (also see [2, Section 2.3]), A is
permutation equivalent to a matrix of the following block partitioned form
(4.1):
A11 O    O
A21 A22    O
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
Ak1 Ak2    Akk
0BBB@
1CCCA; 4:1
where A11;A22; . . . ;Akk are L-indecomposable, barely L-matrices. The matrix in
(4.1) is called an L-canonical form of the barely L-matrix A.
In the form (4.1), the set of rows (or columns) corresponding to those rows
(or columns) of the submatrix Aij is called the ith row block (or the jth column
block) of (4.1).
According to the proofs of [2, Theorem 2.2.11], we can actually see that the
L-canonical form of a barely L-matrix A is unique up to the simultaneous
permutations of row blocks and column blocks and the permutations of rows
and columns inside the blocks.
Let (4.1) be an L-canonical form of a barely L-matrix A. Let DA be the
digraph with vertices v1; v2; . . . ; vk (that is, each row block (or column block)
corresponds to a vertex of DA), and an arc from vertex vi to vertex vj if and
only if i 6 j and Aji 6 O (see [2, p. 31]). We call DA the ‘‘canonical digraph’’
of the barely L-matrix A.
The canonical digraph DA is uniquely determined by the barely L-matrix
A, up to digraph isomorphisms, by the uniqueness of the L-canonical form of
A mentioned above.
It is not dicult to see that since (4.1) is a matrix in a triangular (block)
form, the canonical digraph DA is an acyclic digraph (a digraph which
contains no directed cycles).
The following Lemma 4.2 motivates the definition of the rooted acyclic
digraphs which will be used in the characterizations of minimally sign incon-
sistent linear systems in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2.
Lemma 4.2. Let D be an acyclic digraph and w be a vertex of D. Then the
following two conditions are equivalent:
1. There exists a path from each vertex v of D to w.
2. w is the unique vertex of D with outdegree zero.
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Proof. 1)2. For each vertex v 6 w, the outdegree of v is not zero since there
exists a path from v to w by (1). Now D must contain a vertex of outdegree zero
since D is acyclic, So w is the unique vertex of D with outdegree zero.
2)1. Let v be an arbitrary vertex of D. Let P be a longest path with
initial vertex v. Then the terminal vertex of P must be a vertex of outdegree
zero since D is acyclic. So the terminal vertex of P is w by (2) and P is a path
from v to w. 
A digraph D is called a ‘‘w-rooted acyclic digraph’’ if D is acyclic and D
satisfies condition (1) or (2) in Lemma 4.2.
From Lemma 3.1 we know that if Ax  b is a minimally sign inconsistent
linear system, then ( A^; b is a barely L-matrix. Theorem 4.1 gives two char-
acterizations for a linear system with a barely L-matrix as its augmented matrix
to be minimally sign inconsistent, in terms of the L-canonical form and its
canonical digraph of the augmented matrix, respectively.
Theorem 4.1. Let Ax  b be a linear system whose augmented matrix A; b is a
barely L-matrix. Suppose A; b is permutation equivalent to an L-canonical form
as in (4.1), then the following three conditions are equivalent:
1. Ax  b is minimally sign inconsistent.
2. The L-canonical form (4.1) of the barely L-matrix A; b satisfies the following
two conditions (2.A) and (2.B):
(2.A): The column b of A; b is permuted into the kth column block of (4.1);
(2.B): For any index j with 16 j6 k ÿ 1, there exists index i > j such that
the submatrix Aij 6 O.
3. Let D be the canonical digraph of the barely L-matrix A; b and u be the ver-
tex of D corresponding to the column block of (4.1) containing the column b.
Then D is a u-rooted acyclic digraph.
Proof. 1)2:A: Suppose to the contrary that (2.A) is not true. Let A0x  b0
be the (linear) subsystem of Ax  b obtained by deleting those equations of
Ax  b corresponding to the rows in the kth row block of (4.1). Then the matrix
 A^0; b0 (where A^0 is the reduced matrix of A0 is permutation equivalent to the
following matrix (4.2) (under the assumption that (2.A) is not true):
A11 O    O
A21 A22    O
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
Akÿ1;1 Akÿ1;2    Akÿ1;kÿ1
0BBB@
1CCCA; 4:2
which is an L-matrix since A11;A22; . . . ;Akÿ1;kÿ1 are all the L-matrices. It follows
that the linear system A0x  b0 is sign inconsistent, contradicting the minimality
of the sign inconsistence of the linear system Ax  b.
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1)2:B: Suppose to the contrary that there exists some index j with
16 j6 k ÿ 1 such that Aij  O for all indices i > j. Then by the same argu-
ments as in 1)2:A, the column b must have also been permuted into the
jth column block of (4.1), contradicting (2.A) since j 6 k.
2)3: We have mentioned before that D is an acyclic digraph. Now
conditions (2.A) and (2.B) imply that the vertex u is the unique vertex of D with
outdegree zero. So D is a u-rooted acyclic digraph.
3)1: From the canonical form (4.1) we see that vk is a vertex with
outdegree zero in the canonical digraph D. By condition (3), u is the unique
vertex of D with outdegree zero. So we have u  vk, and hence the column b is
permuted into the last column block of (4.1). Without loss of generality, we
may further assume that b is permuted into the last column of (4.1). Thus A; b
can be transformed into the matrix (4.1) by permuting the rows of A; b and
permuting only the columns of A. Since these permutations preserve the
minimally sign inconsistence of the linear system Ax  b, we may assume that
A; b is equal to the matrix (4.1). We also assume that the submatrix Aij in (4.1)
is an ri  tj matrix i; j  1; . . . ; k.
The linear system Ax  b is surely sign inconsistent since A; b is an L-
matrix. We now show that deleting any equation from Ax  b results in a
system which is not sign inconsistent.
Let A1x  b1 be a subsystem of Ax  b obtained by deleting one equation
(say, the first equation) from Ax  b. Let B  A1; b1 be the matrix obtained
from A; b by deleting the first row of A; b. Let B11 be the matrix obtained
from A11 by deleting the first row of A11. Then by Theorem 2.B, B11 is a GRSB
matrix since A11 is an L-indecomposable, barely L-matrix.
In order to show that A1x  b1 is not sign inconsistent, we use the following
inductive procedure to construct a matrix B0 2 QB and the column vectors
x1; . . . ; xk (where xj 2 Rtj ) such that xk is a vector with no zero entries, while
each xi is either a zero vector or a vector with no zero entries i  1; . . . ; k and
they satisfies the following relation:
B0
x1
..
.
xk
0B@
1CA  O: 4:3
Step 1. Take x1 with no zero entries such that there exists a matrix
B011 2 QB11 satisfying
B011x1  O: 4:4
(This can be done by Lemma 2.1, since B11 is a GRSB matrix.)
Step 2. In general for i  2; . . . ; k, we take A0ij 2 QAij for j  1; . . . ; i and
take xi inductively according to the following two cases.
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Case 1. For each 16 j6 iÿ 1, either Aij or xj (which is already determined
by induction) is the zero matrix. Then we take A0ij  Aij j  1; . . . ; i and
xi  O so that the following equation can hold:Xi
j1
A0ijxj  O: 4:5
Case 2. There exists an index j0 with 16 j06 iÿ 1 such that Aij0 6 O and
xj0 6 O (by induction xj0 6 O implies that xj0 is a vector with no zero entries).
Then we can first take ~Aij 2 QAij j  1; . . . ; iÿ 1 such thatXiÿ1
j1
~Aijxj 6 O: 4:6
Write z  ÿPiÿ1j1 ~Aijxj. Then by Lemma 4.1 and the fact that Aii is an L-
indecomposable, barely L-matrix, there exist matrices A0ii 2 QAii and z0 2 Qz
and a vector xi with no zero entries such that A0iixi  z0.
Now z0 2 Qz, so there exists a diagonal matrix M with all diagonal entries
positive such that z0  Mz. Take
A0ij  M ~Aij 2 Q ~Aij  QAij j  1; . . . ; iÿ 1 4:7
and take A0ii and xi as above, then we have
A0iixi  z0  Mz  ÿ
Xiÿ1
j1
M ~Aijxj  ÿ
Xiÿ1
j1
A0ijxj:
So in this case (4.5) also holds.
After applying Step 2 for all indices i  2; . . . ; k, we take
B0 
B011 O    O
A021 A
0
22    O
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
A0k1 A
0
k2    A0kk
0BBB@
1CCCA 2 QB:
Then it is not dicult to derive from (4.4) and (4.5) that (4.3) holds for B0 and
x1; . . . ; xk constructed in this way (where each xi is either a zero vector or a
vector with no zero entries, and x1 is a vector with no zero entries).
Finally we claim that if there exists a path P from vertex v1 to vertex vi in the
canonical digraph D, then the index i belongs to Case 2 of Step 2, and so the
vector xi constructed in this way has no zero entries. We prove this claim by
induction also. Let
P  v1Pvh  vh; vi;
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where v1Pvh is a subpath of P from v1 to vh and vh; vi is an arc of D (thus
h < i). By induction xh 6 O since v1Pvh is a path from v1 to vh. Also the sub-
matrix Aih 6 O since vh; vi is an arc of D. So the index i belongs to Case 2 and
therefore xi has no zero entries by our construction.
Now D is a u-rooted acyclic digraph and u  vk, so there exists a path from
v1 to vk in D. Thus by the above claim the vector xk constructed in the above
procedure has no zero entries.
Recall that B  A1; b1, so we can write B0  A01; b01 where A01 2 QA1 and
b01 2 Qb1. Now the Eq. (4.3) and the fact that xk has no zero entries imply that
the linear system A01x  b01 has a solution. Thus the linear system A1x  b1 is not
sign inconsistent.
Notice that if A1x  b1 is a subsystem of Ax  b obtained by deleting one
equation of Ax  b which is not the first equation, say by deleting an equation
corresponding to a row in the ith row block of (4.1), then we can take
x1  O; . . . ; xiÿ1  O and start the above procedure from xi, to show that
A1x  b1 is still not sign inconsistent.
This proves that Ax  b is minimally sign inconsistent. 
Now we can obtain complete characterizations for a general linear system
Ax  b to be minimally sign inconsistent.
Theorem 4.2. A linear system Ax  b is minimally sign inconsistent if and only if
the matrix ( A^; b is a barely L-matrix whose L-canonical form (or canonical
digraph) satisfies the condition (2) (or condition (3)) in Theorem 4.1 (where A^ is
the reduced matrix of A).
Proof. If Ax  b is minimally sign inconsistent, then ( A^,b) is a barely L-matrix
by Lemma 3.1. The result now follows directly from Theorem 4.1. 
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